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	Advanced Techniques in Computing Sciences and Software Engineering includes a set of rigorously reviewed world-class manuscripts addressing and detailing state-of-the-art research projects in the areas of Computer Science, Software Engineering, Computer Engineering, and Systems Engineering and Sciences.


	Advanced Techniques in Computing Sciences and Software Engineering includes selected papers form the conference proceedings of the International Conference on Systems, Computing Sciences and Software Engineering (SCSS 2008) which was part of the International Joint Conferences on Computer, Information and Systems Sciences and Engineering (CISSE 2008).
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Be Your Own Sailing Coach: 20 Goals for Racing Success (Wiley Nautical)John Wiley & Sons, 2008

	One of the reasons why it is so hard to improve your racing is that sailing is such a time-intensive sport. If you are running, you can start your training session fi ve minutes after you’ve shut your front door, whereas it may take a sailor fi ve hours (or more) to drive to the venue, fully rig the boat and get on the water. This is...
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Java™ Application Development on Linux®Prentice Hall, 2004
Readers learn how to:

	
    Use development tools available on Linux, such as the GNU Compiler for Java (gcj), Ant, the NetBeans IDE, IBM's Eclipse Java IDE, JUnit, and SunONE Studio

    
	
    Develop business logic layers using Java DataBase...
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AIDS/Hiv (Information Plus Reference Series)Thomson Gale, 2006

	AIDS/HIV is part of the Information Plus Reference

	Series. The purpose of each volume of the series is to

	present the latest facts on a topic of pressing concern in

	modern American life. These topics include today’s most

	controversial and most studied social issues: abortion,

	capital punishment, care for the elderly,...
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Database Design (Mcgraw Hill Computer Science Series)McGraw-Hill, 1983
The material in this book is the result of courses given at Stanford University as “File and Database Structures” since 1971. Initially little coherent published material was available, even though a large number of references could be cited. 

In particular, no clear definition of the concept of a schema was available. Now...
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Plone 3 for EducationPackt Publishing, 2009
Why do so many schools have terrible websites? Talk to the people in charge, and you rarely find incompetence. On the contrary, the web team is often the first to express dissatisfaction, but their hands are tied by some combination of these problems:

• The webmaster bottleneck. Everyone is busy. If editing web content is any harder...
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VBScript in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick Reference (In a Nutshell (O'Reilly))O'Reilly, 1995

	
		Microsoft's Visual Basic Scripting Edition (VBScript), a subset of Visual Basic for Applications, is a powerful language for Internet application development, where it can serve as a scripting language for server-side Internet applications (i.e., Active Server Pages), and client-side web pages. It can also be used for system...
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